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NN-QuPiD Attack: Neural Network-Based Privacy Quantification Model for Private Information Retrieval Protocols
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Web search engines (WSEs) have become an essential tool to find topic-specific information due to exponential growth in information and communication technology. To give the most relevant results to the user, WSE maintains his/her profile [1]. The user profile carries the user’s web search queries; however, it may contain sensitive information about the user, such as health condition, gender, political affiliation, and religious affiliations [2]. WSEs usually publish privacy policies to inform the users about the usage of their profile data. Most of the time, the terms and conditions are vague, and the user profile may be exposed and misused by third parties, leading to serious privacy concerns [3]. Such an incident happened in 2007 when America Online (AOL) published the web search log of users [4] and in 2005 when the department of justice asked Google to submit their web search log [5].

Numerous techniques are available to address privacy infringement. These techniques include query scrambling [6], profile obfuscation [7], proxy services [8], and Private Information Retrieval (PIR) protocols [9–12]. In the query scrambling technique, the user query is transformed into diverse minor questions and later posted to the WSE, while in the profile obfuscation technique, the user query is posted to the WSE with fake queries. In the proxy-based approach, the user submits his/her query to the WSE through the proxy server, whereas, in PIR protocols, a group of users submit queries on behalf of each other to hide their identity. According to the literature, PIR protocols provide better privacy to WSE users as compared to other techniques [1–13]. Some studies indicate that PIR protocols are vulnerable to the QuPiD Attack [1, 3].

QuPiD Attack is a machine learning-based attack that quantifies the privacy provided by the PIR protocols using the user’s history and machine learning algorithm. Previously, we tested the performance of QuPiD Attack with ten popular machine learning algorithms that belong to different

1. Introduction

Web search engines (WSEs) have become an essential tool to find topic-specific information due to exponential growth in information and communication technology. To give the most relevant results to the user, WSE maintains his/her profile [1]. The user profile carries the user’s web search queries; however, it may contain sensitive information about the user, such as health condition, gender, political affiliation, and religious affiliations [2]. WSEs usually publish privacy policies to inform the users about the usage of their profile data. Most of the time, the terms and conditions are vague, and the user profile may be exposed and misused by third parties, leading to serious privacy concerns [3]. Such an incident happened in 2007 when America Online (AOL) published the web search log of users [4] and in 2005 when the department of justice asked Google to submit their web search log [5].

Numerous techniques are available to address privacy infringement. These techniques include query scrambling [6], profile obfuscation [7], proxy services [8], and Private Information Retrieval (PIR) protocols [9–12]. In the query scrambling technique, the user query is transformed into diverse minor questions and later posted to the WSE, while in the profile obfuscation technique, the user query is posted to the WSE with fake queries. In the proxy-based approach, the user submits his/her query to the WSE through the proxy server, whereas, in PIR protocols, a group of users submit queries on behalf of each other to hide their identity. According to the literature, PIR protocols provide better privacy to WSE users as compared to other techniques [1–13]. Some studies indicate that PIR protocols are vulnerable to machine learning attacks [13, 14], especially QuPiD Attack [1, 3].

QuPiD Attack is a machine learning-based attack that quantifies the privacy provided by the PIR protocols using the user’s history and machine learning algorithm. Previously, we tested the performance of QuPiD Attack with ten popular machine learning algorithms that belong to different
families of classification algorithms such as rule-based, tree-based, and lazy-learner algorithms. Moreover, we used the Topic Score feature vector for training and testing of the QuPI-D Attack. The Topic Score feature vector comprises a set of numeric values of 10 major topics acquired from the uClassify service [1–13]. According to the results, QuPI-D Attack associated 40% anonymized queries with the correct user with 70% Precision.

In this paper, we proposed the NN-QuPI-D Attack, a Neural Network-based Query to Profile Distance attack that measures the privacy provided by the famous Private Information Retrieval protocol Useless User Profile (UUP). NN-QuPI-D Attack uses a user’s profile or web history, and a Neural Network-based machine learning algorithm identifies the user of interest queries in an anonymized web search log. The experiments are conducted with Multilayer Perceptron and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) and Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (BiLSTM) classification algorithms with a benchmark dataset released by AOL. Moreover, experiments are also conducted with the IBk (Instance-Based K-Nearest Neighbours) classification algorithm, as IBk performed well in the previous QuPI-D Attack version [1]. The experiments are conducted with the Topic Score and query string feature vectors. The results show that the QuPI-D Attack’s performance with LSTM and BiLSTM is far better with query strings or textual data than the Topic Score in terms of Precision and Recall. The model formed with BiLSTM gave 0.512 Recall with the Precision of 0.923, whereas IBk gave 0.49 Recall with the Precision of 0.934 with the same data. The results show that the QuPI-D Attack performance can be improved further using Artificial Neural Network techniques with fine-tuned parameters. Moreover, researchers can effectively use QuPI-D Attack as a privacy evaluation mechanism for future private information retrieval protocols.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we discuss the state of the art attacks and mechanisms used to evaluate private information retrieval protocols and other privacy preservation tools. In Section 3, we describe the proposed NN-QuPI-D Attack. In Section 4, we discuss the experimental setup and dataset, selected classification algorithms, and performance evaluation metrics. In Sections 5 and 6, we discuss experimental results and conclusions.

2. Related Work

According to the literature, PIR protocols provide better privacy to web users [1–13]. Some studies indicate that PIR protocols are vulnerable to machine learning attacks [13, 14]. This section contains a brief discussion about machine learning-based attacks that evaluate the PIR protocols’ performance. Peddinti and Saxena [15] proposed an adverse model to assess the performance of both Tor (the onion routing, a proxy-based technique) and TMN (Track Me Not, a profile obfuscation technique) in terms of privacy. They use users’ history and machine learning algorithms to train the model and to classify the incoming query. According to the results, the accuracy of their proposed model is 48.88 in case of TMN and 25.95% in case of Tor.

Similarly, Petit et al. proposed SimAttack [16] to evaluate the performance of Tor, TMN, and GooPIR (profile obfuscation technique) in terms of privacy. They proposed n-gram [17] and Dice coefficient [16, 18] based function for model training and testing. According to the results, their proposed model’s accuracy in Tor, TMN, and GooPIR was 36.8%, 46.9%, and 35.4%, respectively. Gervais et al. [19] proposed privacy evaluation only for the profile obfuscation model. Similarly, Basla et al. [20] proposed a dummy queries classification, semantic classification, and profile filtering-based privacy evaluation model for profile obfuscation-based solutions.

Khan et al. proposed QuPI-D (Query Profile Distance) attack [1, 13] purely for the evaluation of the PIR protocols. QuPI-D Attack uses a user’s history and machine learning algorithm to build a prediction model that can associate the anonymized query with the correct user. They evaluate the performance of QuPI-D attacked with ten well-known machine learning algorithms that belong to Bayesian, rule-based, tree-based, metaheuristic, and lazy-learner families. They used the “Topic Score” feature vector acquired from the uClassify service to build a prediction model. The Topic Score feature vector comprises a set of numeric values of 10 major topics acquired from the uClassify service. The uClassify service classifies the textual data (query string) into ten major topics, i.e., Science, Computer, Society, Arts, Health, Sports, Recreation, Business, Games, and Home. According to the results, the IBk performed better by associating 43.4% queries with the correct user with 78% Precision. In this work, we enhanced QuPI-D Attack’s power by introducing Neural Network algorithms for building the prediction model.

3. NN-QuPI-D Attack

PIR protocols provide privacy to the user by creating a group of users and shuffling their queries among the other group members. Due to this shuffling process, the users’ queries will never register with their true originator in the web search log and thus provide privacy to the user. We have solved this problem by proposing the Session Window technique [1]. Session Window technique is used to find all the possible time-based sessions (web search log entries) where our User of Interest (UoI) appeared. The whole procedure of the Session Window is illustrated in Figure 1.

In the proposed NN-QuPI-D (Neural Network-based Query Profile Distance) Attack model, a web search engine is assumed to be an entity interested in user’s (UoI) original queries for accurate profiling. Moreover, it is also assumed that the web search engine already has the user’s real history “PU” (i.e., before using any PIR protocol). The proposed model is divided into two major phases, i.e., Model Building Phase and Testing Phase. In the Model Building Phase, first, we applied preprocessing techniques to the user’s history “PU” for data cleansing and forwarded to the next step. We used the Recurrent Neural Network with Long Short Term Memory technique to build the classification model in the next step. In Testing Phase, we took an anonymized log of the User of Interest (UoI) and applied the Session Window
4. Methodology

4.1. AOL Dataset and User Selection. We used AOL web search logs for testing our proposed NN-QuPiD Attack. AOL web search log comprises more than 20 million web search queries submitted by 6.5 million users for three months (March to May) in 2006. Although the AOL weblog is relatively old, we are still forced to use it as it is the only available benchmark [1] dataset with our required features for our research. AOL weblog is composed of five attributes, i.e., User ID, query, query time and date, the rank of the clicked item, and URL. March and April data is used as training data or user of interest profile (PU), while the rest of the data (month of May) is used for testing purposes.

We have selected active users for experimentation from the AOL weblog. Active users submitted at least 300 web search queries for more than two months in the entire period. The analysis found that, out of 6.5 million users, only 3.29% (21,407) users are active in the AOL dataset. Then, we randomly select 100 active users from those 3.29% users to keep the cumulative distribution of queries intact. The details of the dataset are given in Table 1.

4.2. Feature Vector Extraction. The AOL web search log dataset comprises five attributes, i.e., User ID, query, query time and date, the rank of the clicked item, and URL. However, we have selected three significant attributes for experimentation, i.e., User ID, query, and query time and date. In the previous QuPiD Attack, we have used the query score attribute from uClassify for model building; however, the query score attribute did not perform well in Neural Networks. Therefore, we have used the user’s query and ID as primary attributes to build the prediction model in NN-QuPiD Attack. For the user query, we used the “Word2Vec” tool from the “Affective Tweets” [21] Weka package to produce Word Embedding [22] and then used the Dl4MipClassifier package [23] to train the model using LSTM and BiLSTM.

4.3. Classification Algorithm. Our previous study has used ten off-the-shelf classification algorithms that belong to various classification families such as rule-based, tree-based, and lazy-learner ones. The results showed that the prediction model built with IBk performed well by associating more than 45% percent of queries with the correct user. However, due to Artificial Neural Network (ANN) family algorithms’ promising results, this research aims to test QuPiD Attack’s performance with ANN algorithms.

An Artificial Neural Network is a computing system inspired by neurons’ simplification in an animal brain [24]. ANN is based on a network of artificial neurons or nodes like a biological brain. Each node receives a signal, processes it, and can send the signal to other neurons connected to it. In ANN, signal at connection is a real number, and each neuron’s output is calculated using some nonlinear function of the sum of its input. Usually, neurons are aggregated into layers, and each layer may perform different transformations to the input.

ANN can be classified into six major categories: Radial basis function Neural Network, Feedforward Neural Network, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Kohonen Self-organizing Neural Network, Modular Neural Network, and Convolutonal Neural Network (CNN). Usually, for problems like the identification of picture, CNN is used. In contrast, for the issues such as sequence to sequence translations (speech or handwriting recognition), RNN is

4.4. Classification Algorithms.

- **Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN)**: This network uses radial basis functions as its activation functions. It is particularly effective for function approximation and classification tasks.
- **Feedforward Neural Network (FFNN)**: This network processes information in a forward direction, with no feedback connections. It is used for general multi-layered network learning.
- **Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)**: RNNs can remember past information and use it as input to the current state, making them ideal for sequence modeling.
- **Kohonen Self-organizing Neural Network (KSNN)**: This network is used for unsupervised learning tasks, such as clustering and visualization.
- **Modular Neural Network (MNN)**: MNNs are composed of interconnected modules, each trained independently to perform a specific task.
- **Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)**: CNNs are designed to process data with a grid-like topology, such as images and sequences, by using convolutional layers.

These networks differ in their architecture and application, each optimized for specific tasks and data types.

*Figure 1: Queries entry in the weblog and Session Window [1].*
used with Long Short Term Memory (LSTM). Unlike the simple ANN, in Recurrent Neural Network, a concept of Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) is used, which has the feedback mechanism. This feedback mechanism allows the network to process an entire sequence of the data [25].

This research used two well-known Artificial Neural Network algorithms Multilayer Perceptron and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), to build the prediction model. Moreover, we also compare the performance of RNN with Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) and Bidirectional Long Short Term Memory (BiLSTM). The parameters used RNN are shown in Table 2.

4.4. Performance Evaluation Metrics. The selected Recurrent Neural Network’s performance is evaluated using standard machine learning metrics, i.e., Precision, Recall, and F-Measure. Precision shows the number of correctly identified associations; Recall shows how many corrected associations are placed correctly, while F-Measure is the harmonic mean of the Precision and Recall. Precision, Recall, and F-Measure are mathematically represented in the following equations:

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{True Positive}}{\text{True Positive} + \text{False Positive}}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{True Positive}}{\text{True Positive} + \text{False Negative}}.
\]

\[
F - \text{Measure} = 2 \times \frac{\text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}.
\]

“True Positive” shows the positive associations that are correctly identified as positive. “False Positive” indicates the number of associations falsely identified as correct, and “False Negative” indicates the number of associations falsely identified as negative.

5. Results and Discussion

This study’s primary aim is to improve and evaluate the QuPiD Attack’s performance with Neural Networks due to their promising performance in other classification problems. Previously, QuPiD Attack’s performance was tested with ten classification algorithms belonging to different families and it was found that IBk performed well out of all selected algorithms [1]. Therefore, in this study, we improved the QuPiD Attack’s performance by using RNN with LSTM and BiLSTM layers with different Epochs numbers. For experimentation, we took 100 active users from the AOL web search log and evaluated NN-QuPiD Attack’s performance in terms of Precision, Recall, and F-Measure.

Initially, we conducted the experiments with a basic Feedforward ANN algorithm Multilayer Perceptron. The model’s performance is tested with both Topic Score feature vector and query string feature vector under 0.1 to 1.0 learning rates. The results show that the QuPiD Attack’s performance with Multilayer Perceptron was a complete disappointment in both Precision and Recall with the Topic Score feature vector scenario. However, we had hoped for better results as ANN has been used in various tasks.
effectively. Even with different learning rates, the maximum Recall we got was 0.211, with a 0.2 learning rate.

In contrast, the Recall rate for the rest of the learning rate fluctuates between 0.192 and 0.207. However, Multilayer Perceptron based model performed better in the case of user query string feature vector scenario associating 32.8% queries with the correct user with 41% Precision. The results of the experiments are shown in Table 3 and Figure 3.

For further improvement in QuPiD Attack with ANN, we then considered Recurrent Neural Networks with LSTM and BiLSTM configuration under various numbers of Epochs between 5 and 150. Initially, we conducted experiments on the Topic Score feature vector. With the Topic Score feature vector, QuPiD Attack was able to associate 33.2% queries with the correct user with 38.2% Precision with BiLSTM configuration. With LSTM configuration, QuPiD Attack was able to associate 22.5% queries with the Precision of 37.2%, whereas IBk associated 48.1% queries with the correct user with the Precision of 78% with the same configuration. The results of the RNN based QuPiD Attack with the Topic Score feature vector-based experiments are shown in Table 4 and Figure 4.

QuPiD Attack performed better with BiLSTM and Topic Score feature vector as compared to the Multilayer Perceptron algorithm. In the next experiment, we considered user queries to build the prediction model instead of the Topic Score to study a model’s performance with query strings. The results show that the QuPiD Attack’s performance with LSTM and BiLSTM is far better with query strings or textual data compared to the Topic Score in terms of Precision and Recall. The model built with BiLSTM gave 0.512 Recall with the accuracy of 0.923 at 100 epochs, and LSTM gave 0.47 Recall with the Precision of 0.932 at 150 epochs. However, IBk gave 0.49 Recall with the Precision of 0.934 with the same data and query string feature vector. The NN-QuPiD Attack results with query string feature vector are shown in Tables 5 and 6 as well as Figures 5 and 6.

From the results, it is concluded that the performance of LSTM is slightly inferior to IBk, but BiLSTM gave better results, and it can be improved further by the fine-tuning of other parameters and functions used to build the prediction model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning rate</th>
<th>Topic Score</th>
<th>Query strings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$L = 0.1$</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L = 0.2$</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L = 0.3$</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L = 0.4$</td>
<td>0.377</td>
<td>0.399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L = 0.5$</td>
<td>0.341</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L = 0.6$</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L = 0.7$</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L = 0.8$</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L = 0.9$</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L = 0.10$</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification algorithm</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RNN LSTM</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN BiLSTM</td>
<td>0.382</td>
<td>0.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBk</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.481</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Performance of NN-QuPiD Attack with RNN algorithm and query string feature vector under different Epochs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Epochs</th>
<th>RNN LSTM Precision</th>
<th>RNN LSTM Recall</th>
<th>RNN BiLSTM Precision</th>
<th>RNN BiLSTM Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.451</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.931</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Performance comparison of RNN and IBK algorithms based NN-QuPiD Attack with query string feature vector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification algorithm</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RNN LSTM</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN BiLSTM</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBK</td>
<td>0.934</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Performance of NN-QuPiD Attack with RNN algorithm and Topic Score feature vector.

Figure 5: Performance of NN-QuPiD Attack with RNN algorithm and query string feature vector under different Epochs.
The Recall of the attack shows how many queries are correctly associated with the correct user, while Precision shows how much machine results are close to the actual values. According to the results, the performance of BiLSTM is better when the machine is trained with query strings. Recall’s rate shows that attack based on BiLSTM can associate more than 50% anonymized queries with the correct user. The performance of the Multilayer Perceptron (MPL) algorithm and both numeric and textual data are found deprived as compared to BiLSTM. Upon investigation, it was found that BiLSTM can handle textual and sequential data efficiently due to its bidirectional feeding process.

In the previous QuPiD Attack version, we tested the attack’s performance with ten machine learning algorithms belonging to tree, rule, lazy-learner, metaheuristic, and Bayesian families. The model was trained using the Topic Score feature vector, and the performance of the IBk algorithm was found better with a 43.4% average Recall. In this research, we present the Neural Network-based QuPiD attack model, and we tested its performance with both Topic Score feature vector and query string feature vector. The Topic Score feature vector’s preference with the IBk algorithm is better as IBk uses the K-Nearest Neighbour method to classify the data. However, the RNN BiLSTM based QuPiD Attack’s performance is better with query string feature vector; then, the IBk is suitable for numeric data.

6. Conclusion

Controlling private data is becoming increasingly important in today’s world, especially in web searches, as users’ queries can be used to infringe their privacy by third parties. This paper presents NN-QuPiD Attack: a Neural Network-based QuPiD Attack that measures the privacy provided by the famous Private Information Retrieval protocol Useless User Profile (UUP). NN-QuPiD Attack uses a user’s profile or web history, and a Neural Network-based machine learning algorithm identifies the user of interest queries in an anonymized web search log. The experiments are conducted with the AOL benchmark dataset, while Multilayer Perceptron and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) (LSTM and BiLSTM) are selected as classification algorithms. Moreover, experiments are also conducted with the IBk classification algorithm, as IBk performed well in the previous QuPiD Attack version.

We conducted the experiments with a basic Feedforward ANN algorithm, Multilayer Perceptron, using Topic Score and query string feature vector. The results show that the QuPiD Attack’s performance with Multilayer Perceptron was found deprived both in terms of Precision and Recall with the Topic Score feature vector scenario. Next, we conducted experiments with Recurrent Neural Networks with LSTM and BiLSTM configuration under various epochs. The results show that the QuPiD Attack’s performance with LSTM and BiLSTM is far better with query strings or textual data compared to the Topic Score in terms of Precision and Recall. The model built with BiLSTM gave 0.512 Recall with the Precision of 0.923, whereas IBk gave 0.49 Recall with the Precision of 0.934 with the same data.

The results show that the QuPiD Attack performance can be improved further using Artificial Neural Network techniques with fine-tuned parameters. This situation is alarming for currently available PIR protocols as they cannot provide adequate privacy to the users in QuPiD Attack. Therefore, it is recommended that future researches in the privacy preservation area should also consider the fact that PIR protocols are vulnerable to QuPiD Attack. Moreover, QuPiD Attack can be effectively used by the researchers as a privacy evaluation mechanism for future private information retrieval protocols.
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